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1.

INTRODUCTION

Let Xi, ... ,Xn be independent random variables having common probability distribution F, and let
h(xi, ... ,xm) be a kernel of degree m (i.e. a real-valued measurable function in m arguments). Further
let HF denote the distribution function of the random variable h(Xi, ... ,Xm) and let HF(y) be
estimated by
Hn(y) = nc-;~~l{h(X;,, ... ,X;J~},yER
where the sum extends over the n(m)=n(n-1)... (n-m+l) m-tuples (ii, ... ,im) with
and i 1, ••• ,im distinct. Denote by

I~ii, ... ,im~n

w.n, 1~W.n, 2~ ••• ~w.n,n<ml
the ordered evaluations h (X;, ,... ,X;J taken over these n(m) m-tuples (i i, ... ,im)· SERFLING (1984),
SILVERMAN (1983), JANSSEN, SERFLING and VERAVERBEKE (1984) and HELMERS and RUYMGAART
(1988) recently investigated the asymptotic normality of various classes of generalized L-statistics,
including the class we consider here, defined as Tn = T(Hn), where T(-) is an L{unctiona~ .
I

T(G) = jJ(t)G- 1(t)dt,
0
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with Ja given weight function on (0, 1) and G- 1(t)=inf{y:G(y);;;a.t} for any df G. In particular, for
J = 1, Tn reduces to the usual U-statistics based on the kernel h. Note that, with
i/n<m>

f

Cni =

J(t)dt,

(i-1)/n(m)

the statistics Tn may be expressed as Tn = ~7~1 Cn; Wn,i. The basic asymptotic normality result for Tn
is (e.g., see (3.7) in HELMERS and RUYMGAART (1988)).

n 112 (Tn -T(Hp))~N(O,a2(T,Hp)),
d

(1.1)

where
a2(T,G) = m2 j j J(G(x})J(G(y)){G(x)/\G(y)-G(x)G(y)}dxdy.
The parameter T(Hp) estimated by Tn is called a generalized Lfunctional.
In this paper we establish, under a Lipschitz condition on J, the Berry-Esseen rate associated with
the convergence (1.1), and we apply this result to show the asymptotic validity of the bootstrap
approximation for the exact df of the statistic Tn. By the same method of proof the asymptotic accuracy of the bootstrap approximation for generalized L-statistics is also obtained. Such a result provides an alternative for the normal approximation discussed above and extends the work of BICKEL
and FREEDMAN (1981), on asymptotic validity of bootstrap approximations for the distribution functions of non-degenerate U- and L-statistics. Further relevant background include BRETAGNOLLE
(1983), treating von Mises statistics, and Boos, JANSSEN and VERAVERBEKE (1988), where resampling
plans for two-sample U-statistics with estimated parameters are studied.
Our method of proof resembles that of SINGH (1981), who employed the classical Berry-Esseen
theorem as his main tool to establish the asymptotic validity of the bootstrap approximation for the
distribution function of the ordinary sample mean. Similarly, our proof will rely on a Berry-Esseen
result for generalized L-statistics. Also instrumental in our proof will be certain Glivenko-Cantelli
results for the empirical df Hn recently established by HELMERS, JANSSEN and SERFLING (1988). Our
Berry-Esseen result is developed in Section 2 and our bootstrap results in Sections 3 and 4.
Finally note that the discussion in the next sections restrict attention to the case of symmetric h. At
the cost of some straightforward techiiicalities our results can be shown to hold for arbitrary h. We
.omit this general discussion in the interest of brevity.

2. BERRY-EssEEN BOUNDS FOR GENERALIZED L-STATISTICS.
We assume the weight function J to be Lipschitz of order 1, i.e.,
IJ(s)-J(t)l~Kjs-tl,

O<s, t<l, for some K>O,

in which case also J is bounded: IJl~M<oo. As further notation, put fJ=Eh(X 1,... ,Xm),
g(x) =

J··· jh(x,x2... ,xm)dF(x2) · · · dF(xm)-fJ

· and define for n;;;a.m

FT.(x) = P[n 112 (Tn-T(Hp))!o(T,Hp)~x], xEllit
Finally let cI>(x) denote the standard normal distribution function.
THEOREM 1. Suppose that
(i) J is Lipschitz of order I;
(ii) Elg(Xi)l 3 <oo and Eh 2(XJ. ... ,Xm)<oo;
(iii) a2 = a2(T,Hp)>O.
Then there exists a universal constant C >0 such that for all n ;;;a. 2m
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(2.1)

(x)-<P(x)!
suplFr.
•
x

~cn-ll2{1~3 [Elgl3+(Elhl)3]+ E;2 (2m-I)2(M2+ymK2n-112)+I+ K:lhl}
where Ym is a constant depending only on m.
PROOF.

1
Let Gi.G2 be dfs satisfying flJ(t)Gj (t)idt< oo,i =1,2. As in SERFLING (1980), p. 265 we

have

= - j[#_G2(Y))-o/(G1(Y))]dy

T(G2)-T(G1)

(2.2)

where o/(u)= /MJ(t)dt. The Lipschitz condition on J implies that
IV{G2(Y ))-o/(G1 (Y ))-(G2(Y )-G1 (Y))J(G1 (Y ))I ~K(G2(y )-G1 (Y ))2.

(2.3)

From (2.2) and (2.3) follows

J

J

ITn-T(HF)+ (Hn(Y)-HF(Y))J(HF(Y))dyl~K (Hn(Y)-HF(Y)}2dy.

(2.4)

Now note that
(2.5)
where

Un

= (::i)- 1 }:h1(.X;

1

, •••

,X;..)

Cn.m

with Cn,m ={(ii. ... ,im):l~i1 <

· · · <im~n} and

h1(Xi. ... ,xm) = - j[t(h(x1, ... ,xm)~}-HF(Y)V(HF(Y))dy.
For the r.h.s. of (2.4) we have

K j(Hn(y)-HF(Y))2dy = Wn+Rn

(2.6)

with

and

Rn = <::i)- 2 ~** hi(X;, ,... ,X;m ,}(_j, ,... ,.J0J
where~·. resp. ~**,denotes the sum over all pairs of m-tuples (ii. ... ,im),(ji. ... ,jm)ECn,m having all
indices different, resp. at least two indices equal and with

hi(X1>···•X2m)

= K J [1{h(xi. ... ,Xm)~}-HF(Y)][1(h(xm+1'···•X2m)~}-HF(Y)]dy.
Note that Wn is a U-statistic with kernel h 2n depending on n. Indeed

Wn =
with

<2':n)- 1 }: h2n(Xk, ,... ,Xk,)
c•.

2m
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{i 1,. ..,im,Ji, ... ,jm}={ki.k 2,.. .,k2n1}. For the second term Rn in the r.h.s of (2.6) we will exploit that
its magnitude is of lower order.
As in HELMERS (1981), see also HELMERS (1982), we now use (2.4)-(2.6) to approximate Tn -T(Hp)
from above and below by Un + Wn +Rn and Un - Wn - Rn, i.e., for all n;;;:. 2m
Un - Wn -Rn :;;;;.Tn -T(Hp):;;;;. Un+ Wn +Rn.

From this approximation we directly see that
P[n 112 o- 1(Un + Wn +ERn):;;;;.x-n- 112 ]+ P[IRn -ERnl;;;.un- 1]:;;;;;,.

(2.8)

FT.(x):;;;;.P[n 112 u- 1(Un - Wn -ERn):;;;;.x +n- 112 ]+
+ P[IRn -ERnl;;;.on- 1].

Since both Un - Wn and Un + Wn are U-statistics of degree 2m with varying kernels h-;i= = h In+ h 2n
where h 2n is defined by (2.7) and
h ln(Xk, ,.. .,xk,..)
n n -1(n -m)-Iv+-1
_
~ 2 [h I (X;, ,. ..,X;m ) + h I (Xj, ,. ..,xj..)]
m
-(2m)(m)

with ~+ as in (2.7), the Berry-Esseen result for U-statistics due to VAN ZWET (1984) applies. So,
using also the inequality,
supl<I>(x +q)-<I>(x)l:;;;;.lql we get for Un - Wn -ERn
x

suplP[n 112 o- 1(Un- Wn -ERn):;;;;.x +n- 112 ]-<I>(x)I

(2.9)

x

:;;;;.suplP[n 112 o- 1(Un - Wn):;;;;.x]-<I>(x)I
x

+ supl<I>(x + n -112 + n 112 o-1 ERn )-<I>(x )I
x

(2m-1)2E(h;;(X1,. ..,X2m))2
_ 112 Elgn(X1)1 3
]
Ein(Xi)
[ (Ein(X1))3/2 +
:;;;;.en

+

n-112(1 +o-llERnl)

where
(2.10)
The discussion just given deals with the first term of the upper bound for FT.(x) given in (2.8). To
handle the first term of the lower bound a similar argument holds. We therefore restrict the discussion for the lower bound to the remark that, since h2n is a degenerate kernel, an alternative way to
define gn(x) is
gn(X) =

J · · · Jh;i(x,x2,...,X2m)dF(x2) · · · dF(x2m)·

Hence h;i and h;; have the same projection. Now it can be shown, by some elementary calculations,
that
IERnl:;;;;.2K n

-=

+ l Elh(Xi, .. .,Xm)I

Elgn(X1)1 3:;;;;.C1M 3[Elg(X1)1 3 +(Elh(X1 ,. ..,Xm)i)3]
E(h-;i=(X1,. ..,X2n1))2:;;;;.C2(M2+ K 2)Eh 2(X1,. ..,Xm).
Finally note that

(2.11)

(2.12)
(2.13)
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(2.14)
The latter equality follows since h In is obtained by rewriting the kernel h 1 of Un is such a way that
Un, a U-statistic with kernel of degree m, transforms into a U-statistic of degree 2m and since hin,
being a degenerate kernel, has no contribution to gn. From (2.9)-(2.14) the appropriate bound for the
first term in the r.h.s. of (2.8) is obtained. It remains to show that the second term in the r.h.s. of (2.8)
is of the right order. To verify this note that
(2.15)
Since R.,, is a linear combination of U-statistics of degree at most 2m -1 with coefficients which are at
most of the order n- 1, a simple calculation (using Lemma A(i) in SERFLING (1980), p. 183) yields

VarRn ~K2 'Y~ Eh 2(X 1, ... ,Xm),

(2.16)

n

where 'Ym is a constant depending only on m. From (2.15) and (2.16) we get that

2
P[IRn-ERnl;;a.on- 1 ]~n- 1 o- 2 ymK 2 Eh (X1,. ..,Xm).

0

The following extension of Theorem l provides the appropriate order bound for application in Section 3.
2
3
COROLLARY 1. Assume the conditions of Theorem 1 with Elg(X1)1 <oo replaced by Elg(X 1)1 +8<oo,
for some 0<8~ 1. Then there exists a positive constant C8· depending only on 8, such that for all n ;;a.2m
(2.17)
suplFT. (x)-~(x)I
X

n

~C8n-812{ ~z+:8 [Elgl2+8 +(Ejhi)z+8]+ E~z (2m-1)2(M2+ymKzn<8-2)12)+1 +

K:.lhl },

with M,K and 'Ym as in Theorem 1.
PRooF. First note that only minor changes are needed to obtain the appropriate modification of the
Berry-Esseen theorem for U-statistics as proved in VAN ZwET (1984). The classical argument leading
112 replaced by n - 812 and
to his (3.7) must be replaced by a similar computation with n Elg(X 1)13<oo by Elg(X 1)1 2H<oo (see e.g. PETROV (1975), p. 115). This provides an appropriate
modification of (2.9). Finally note that the inequality (2.12) is now replaced by
Elgn(X1)l2+ 8~C3M2+ 8 [Elg(X1 )12+ 8 +(Elh(X1 ,... ,Xm)i)2+ 8]
with C 3 a positive constant depending only on 8.

0

3. BOOTSTRAPPING GENERALIZED L-STATISTICS
We shall need some additional notation. For X 1,. •• ,Xn a sequence of independent random variables
with common distribution F, let Fn denote the corresponding empirical distribution function, i.e.
Fn(x) = n - I ~f = 11{X; ~x}. The bootstrap method uses resampling with replacement from the observations {X;}. Thus, given X 1,. ..,Xn, we obtain in each resample a collection of random variables
Xj ,. ..,~ which are conditionally independent with common distribution Fn.
For any n;;a.m we define (his assumed to be symmetric)

H~(y) = (::i)- 1 C~m1{h(X/1 , •• .,Xi..)~},yER,
the empirical distribution function of U-statistic ~tructure based on the bootstrap sample Xj,. ..,~.
Let Tn,T(Hp) and a2(T,G) be as in Section land FT. as in Section 2. Also, define for n;;a.m

FT.(x) = P[nll 2 (Tn-T(Hp))~x],

XER.
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The objects of our interest are bootstrap approximations for the df's FT. and FT.· These approximations are given by
FT. (x) = P*[n 112 (T(H:)-T(Hn))E;;x], x Ellit
and

.

F~ (x) = P*[n 112 (T(H~)-T(Hn))/<J(T,Hn)E;;x],

XE!lit

where P* denotes probability under Fn. Our main result is the following.
THEOREM

2. Suppose that

(i) J is Lipschitz of order I;
(ii) I E;;i E;; ~a:c E;;im E;;mEjh(Xi, ,... ,X;Jj
1

2

+1l

< oo, for some 0<8E;; I;

a2 =<i1(T,Hp)>O.
Then, with probability I,

(iii)

limsupjFT.(x)-.FT.(x)j =O
n->OO

(3.1)

X

and

-·

-

limsupjFr(x)-Fr (x)j =O.
n-+OO

PROOF.

X

n

(3.2)

"

To prove (3.1), note that
supjF
r(x
)- FT• (x )j E;;An + Bn + Cn
x
•

(3.3)

where An =s~pjFT.(x)-~(x<J- 1 )j,Bn =s~plFT. (x)-~(x<J; 1 j, with
<J~=a2(T,Hn), and Cn=supj~(xu- 1 )-~(xu; 1 )j. The term An is not random, whereas Bn and Cn are
x

random.
To see that An~o. n~oo. apply Theorem 3.2 in SERFLING (1984).
To show that Bn~o. n~oo a.s. a more refined argument is needed. Let E* denote expectation
under Fn and define
n

n

i 1 =1

i.,=I

8n = E*h(Xi, ... ,~) = n-m ~ · · · ~ h(X;

1

, ...

,XjJ,

the natural estimator of 8=Eh(Xi. ... ,Xm), and

g~(x) =

J··· jh(x,x2, ... ,Xm)dFn(x2)...dFn(Xm)-8n.

An application of Corollary 1 yields

Bn E;;Cn

-812

{

E* jg~(Xi )j 2+1l +(E* jh (Xi ,.... ~)j)2 +1l
2+1l

<Jn
2
E* h (Xi ,.... ~)
E* jh(Xi ,... ,~)I
+
2
+
}·
<Jn
O'n

(3.4)

where C is a constant depending on 8,M and K only. To proceed we evaluate the (conditional)
moments appearing in the r.h.s of (3.4). An application of Jensen's inquality for conditional expectations in combination with the inequality

la -bj2+ 8 E;;22+ 8 (jaj2+1l + jbj2+8)

yields
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(3.5)

Clearly
n

n

~

E*lh(Xi, ... ,~)l2+ 8 =n-m ~
i,=l

lh(Xi, ,. .. ,X;Jl2+11.

(3.6)

im=l

By Condition (ii) the strong law of lar§e numbers for von Mises statistics applies. Therefore the r.h.s.
.
of (3.6) converges to Elh(Xi. ... ,Xm)l2 + a.s. and
(3.7)
On ~ 8, n~oo, a.s.
8
From (3.5)-(3.7) we obtain, with probability one, that E* lg~(Xi )12+ is bounded by some finite conr
stant. Again by the strong law for von Mises statistics we have for = 1,2 that

n

n

i,=l

im=J

E*lh(Xi, ... ,~)ir=n-m ~ · · · ~ lh(X;,, ... ,X;JI'·
~ Elh(Xi. ... ,Xm)I', n~oo,

(3.8)

a.s.

Note that for (3.8) Condition (ii) becomes effective again.
From (3.4)-(3.8) it is clear that to obtain Bn~o, n~oo, a.s., it remains to prove that
o~ ~

a2,

n~oo, a.s.

To verify this, note that
o~-a2 = Dn +En

where

ff J(Hp(y))J(Hp(z))[(Hn(y)/\Hn(z)-Hn(y)Hn(z))-(Hp(y)/\Hp(z)-Hp(y)Hp(z))]dydz
En = JJJ(Hn(y))J(Hn(z))-J(Hp(y))J(Hp(z))][Hn(y)/\Hn(z)-Hn(y)Hn(z)]dydz.
Dn =

Since J is bounded we obtain Dn~D, n~oo, a.s. by showing that

JjJ(Hn(y)/\Hn(z)-Hn(y)Hn(z))-(Hp(y)/\Hp(z)-Hp(y)Hp(z))ldydz~O

(3.9)

as n~oo, a.s. To check (3.9) note that by the strong law for U-statistics
Hn(y)Hn(z)~Hp(y)Hp(z), n~oo, a.s.
112
and, using the inequality u/\v-uv~(u(l-u)) 112 (v(l-v)) , for O<u,v<l, that the integrand in
(3.9) can be bounded by
112
112
(Hn(y)(l-Hn(y))) 112 (Hn(z)(l-Hn(z )) 112 +(Hp(y)(l-Hp (y))) (Hp(z)(l-Hp(z ))) •
The strenghtened Glivenko-Cantelli theorem for the empirical distribution function of U-statistic
structure (Theorem 2.2 in HELMERS, JANSSEN and SERFLING (1988)) implies for every 11>0 the
existence of a natural number n 0 , depending only on 11 and the particular realization, such that for all
n~n 0 and ally ER
(3.10)
Hn(y)~Hp(y) + 11q(Hp(y))

1-Hn(y)~l-Hp(y)

+ 11q(Hp(y))

(3.11)

where q(t)=(t(l-t)) 1-2f:,O<t<l and £=8/2(4+8). Note that the condition on q required in
Theorem 2.2 in HELMERS, JANSSEN and SERFLING (1988) is satisfied. Further note that Condition (ii)
and a result similar to Lemma 2.2.1 in HELMERS (1982) implies

f Hp(yXI-Hp(y))dy<oo, f q(Hp(y))dy<oo and f q

112

(Hp(y))dy<oo

(3.12)
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From (3.10) and (3.11) it is easily seen that, for a particular realization and the n 0 just defined, we
have for n;;a:no
(3.13)
By (3.12) we have integrability of the r.h.s of (3.13), so we can apply Lesbesque's dominated convergence theorem to get the a.s. convergence to zero of Dn.
To show that En~o. n~oo, a.s. note that (use condition (i) and arguments as used above to deal with
Dn) IEnl is bounded by

J

2MK sup IHn(y)-HF(y)lj (Hn(y)(l -Hn(y))) 112 (Hn(z)(1-Hn(z))) 112dydz.
y

From the discussion concerning Dn we know that the integral in the upper bound can be bounded.
Therefore En~O, n~oo, a.s. since sup1 1Hn(y)-HF(y)l~O, n~oo, a.s. (see Corollary 2.1 in HELMERS,
JANSSEN and SERFLING (1988)). So we have established that o~~a2, n~oo, a.s. which was the remaining convergence needed to obtain the a.s. convergence of Bn to zero.
To complete the proof of (3.1) we must check that Cn~o. n~oo, a.s. Since

supl«I>(xo- 1 )-«I>(xo; 1 )jo;;;;(~V~)-l,
x

On

0

the proof follows from the a.s. convergence of o~ to
with

-.

-

s~plFr.(x)-Fr. (x)I

(3.14)

-.

-

a2. The proof of (3.2) is similar, now starting

o;;;;suplF
T (x )-«I>(x )I+ suplFr. (x )-«I>(x )I.
x
•
x

This completes the proof of the theorem.

D

4. A REFINEMENT
Gomg througQ the proof of relation (3.2) it is easy to see that the result can be strengthened to
supxlFr. (x)- F~. (x)I =O(n- 112 ) a.s. provided that we replace Condition (ii) in Theorem 2 by
max

.

3

Elh(Xi I ,... ,X;m)I <oo.

J.;;;;;,.;;;; ••• ,.;;;m,.;;m

We need only apply Theorem l to each of the terms appearing in the r.h.s. of (3.14) and argue as in
the proof given for (3.1 ). A similar a.s. order bound for
suplFr. (x)-FT. (x)I
requires in view of (3.3) an investigation of the a.s. rate at which o~ tends to a2. In any case we
expect an a.s. rate O(n- 112 ) under an appropriate set of moment conditions. We shall not pursue this
point here.
Finally we note that better a.s. rates, typically of the order o (n - I 12 ), for the accuracy of the
bootstrap approximation can be obtained when estimating a suitable studentized generalized Lstatistic rather than normalized generalized L-statistics as studied in the present paper. Results of this
type have been established by BABU and SINGH (1983) for studentized smooth functions of sums of
i.i.d. vectors and by HELMERS (1987) for studentized U-statistics. Extensions of the present results to
the case of studentized generalized L-statistics will be developed in a separate paper.
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